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The Mortality of fut
llfhat made Rvoei Saito
UU oeciae not tó burn two

cent "ofthe paintings originally produced in Italy in such
remote periods as the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries must

of the most expensive paintings

in the world? After acquiring
van Gogh's Portrait of Dr,

be considered lost." After
being attacked by colleagues
for irresponsible exaggeration,
he took a closer look at the figures, and came up with this

Renou' s Au Moultin
d,e la Galette for some $160 million in May 1990, at the alltime
G achet and,

height of the ari market, the
owner of the Daishowa Paper
Company let it be known that

brilliantly simple analysis

the two paintings would be
incinerated with him on his
funeral pyre. (At Japanese

If by the year 2000 we know of

funerals, objects dear to their

elsl, we shall be extremely
lucky. . . . This is 8 panels per
year! . . . If we suppose that the
loss is only 80%, then only 40

800 panels [from about 1210 to
about 1310, the period of greatest
production of Romanesque pan-

owners are often sent with
them to the beyond.) Had Saito
carried out his plan, it certainly
would have enhanced his after-

life, But in response to the

Piene-Auguste Renoir Au Moulin de la Galette, oil on canurc, 31 bU 44% inches, Thoughforrner owner Rgoeí Saito planned, to haae this painting-one of the most expensiae ín the
world.-cremated. wíth him when he d,ied' he subsequently changed, his mind..

public outrage that greeted his

pious wish, the collector
retracted the announcement. It was not until last May 25th, however,
when the Frankfurter Allganeine Zeíhm,g repofted that Saito had died
in Tokyo on Mar, 31, 1996, and had not taken the paintings with him, that
eyeryone could breathe a collective sigh ofrelief.l
What were the countervailing arguments that made Saito change his
mind? Apparently he let himself be swayed by the feeling shared by many
thai works of afi are not just chattel or possessions like others. Great
works of art deserve to outlive us. Artists make them for posterity; art
immorializes its subjects. Eternal life is the natural condition of art.
If those were his reasons, he was misinformed. The natural condi-

tion of art is not to live on but to perish-usually sooner, almost
inei'itably later. We deceive ourselves in claiming that art is an undying
repository of memory, that it comes to us intact from the past, and that
il Lq in our power to preserve it for posterity. Every generation sees the
,der'a5- or destruction of far more art than it conserves. This is no less
mle today than ir the past. We may exert ourselves to preserve old
ru-iïer paintings and drawings, but what about the art and artifacts of
;Lr r,nrr age? Should the 21st century decide that the greatest contri
l:ri-'r. of the 2|]th century to world art was early television and
L:;nal desqn. we will not be thanked for the way we preserved it.
mrtr -.tH 1!nd r'entur.r will decide to favor is anybody's bet, but whatse-r is. mE are more Ïke\- to be using it up and throwing it out today
*un:;,r be crin-:ening ít. Desmrction. not survival, is the norm.
-{rt iristorinn-r hare been slow to recognize this fact. In 1971 Edward
B Ganis':,n puhlished the daring claim that as many as 70 or 80 per-
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panels can have been produced
each year. . . . If only 100 panels
were produced per year, the loss
is 92%, if only 200 panels were
produced, it is 96%, if 400 panels, 98%, and if 800 panels, 99%. But even such

yearly production-Íigures must appear minimal.2

Calculations of this kind are still all too infrequent in art history,
Garrison's article should have become famous in the field, but it did
not. He himself was unaware of earlier attempts to get a grasp on the
disappearance ofmedieval culture. In 1962, for instance, Gerhard Eis,
the German historian of the book, had reached a similar$ depressing
conclusion about Central European literary manuscripts ofthe Middle
Ages. He estimated the rate of loss at 99.4 percent.3 (It will come as
good news that the figure for l5th-century manuscripts has been
revised downward this year by Uwe Neddermeyer to a Ioss of merely
92.5 to 95 percent.a) In 1971 Gert von der Osten, basing his hypothesis
0n prewar research, estimated the loss ofall altar carvings and panels
in Germany at about 98 percent.s The losses during the Second World
War, dramatic as they were, shrink to statistical insigniÍicance beside
such numbers, Whether more than 10 percent ofany given class ofhistorical art objects has come down to us is doubtful. Dutch historian Ad
van der Woude estimates that of all the paintings in Holland that existed in 1700, more than 90 percent were gone by 1800-an estimate that
might prove to be generally applicable.6

|f,
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arrison and von der Osten had the courage to admit that such astronomical losses make a mockery of an art history based on existing
works. According to Garrison, 'A purely ind,uctíue method of art history
cannot possibly yield satisfactory historical syntheses; , . . it must tnmm-

Is art madefor posteri,ty? What i,s the normal ffi spanfor an art work?
How many usorks are lost or destroyed? How uakd i,s an art hi,storg based solely on random
surui,uals? Challengi,ng the idea that art works are-or should be-i'mmortal, the author
urges us to acknowledge the i,neai,tabi'kty of art's d,eath.

BY GARY SCHWARTZ
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preceded-by a total
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better at saving the

which d,educti,ons car

best, To each genera-

be made." And von der
Osten says that "these
figures should warn the

preceding one has an
alien quality. The bad

tion the art of the

quate impression of

taste of our parents
Ied them to fill their
houses with laughable garbage which

what there once was."

we

art historian against
assuming that surviving
works provide an ade-

will throw out with
secret glee when the

Permitting themselves to ignore these
powerful analyses, art

time comes. But is
our taste, let alone

historians cling to the
consoling notion that

that of our neighbors,

time acts as a sieve, pre-

serving the best and
discarding the rest. This
is a false hope. Take the

canon

of

so unerring that we
Lucas Cranach The Etd,er: The Burning of Books Before a Prince, ca. 1550, oil on panel, 15% by 26%
inches, The subject of this panel foreshad,ows the presurneil fate of the work itself, It was one of
approximately 8,000 paintings from German publíc collectíons that perished' d,uring World' War II.

canons:

ancient Greek art. Not only was it legendary from its time to ours, but
the artists and their major works were described in an extensive and
well-known literature. 0f the paintings mentioned by ancient sources,
not a single one survives. The only Greek paintings we have in any
number, aside from stray scraps, are of two kinds: the decorations on
mass-market pottery, sold in its time for a few obols and not dignified
by Pliny with even a passing reference; and mosaics, of which he mentions only one as a curiosity. 0f the thousands of sculptures by
hundreds of sculptors named in the ancient literature of art, only 24
firmly attributed pieces remain from a period of 700 years-one fragment per 30 years.T By our own standards of excellence, many other
fine examples of Greek sculpture fortunately still exist. But by the cri
teria established by the Greeks themselves, as reflected in their own
literature on art, the rate of survival is derisory.
The fate of the Greek heritage is not an inappropriate model for the
long-term chances of survival of any art. Sooner or later objects fall under
the care of an alien culture which has no interest in preserving them. The
annihilation of the first 600 years of Persian Islamic painting during the
Mongol invasions of the 13th century is one particularly radiant example
among many, The conservation of art demands money, space, expert
knowledge and lots of love. But which culture will lavish such attention
on the art of an enemy or an alien group? Without it, art objects begin at a
given moment to obey physical rather than cultural laws of survival.
Culture plays a role only insofar as it tends to recycle serviceable materials, Beyond that, what's left are potshards and tesserae.

are sure to separate

the wheat from the

chafP As for our own
\rye are even
reckless with them. In
the preface to The Courteous Reader (1758), Benjamin Franklin said it
all: "Three removes is as bad as a flre."
Professional conservers are ruthless rather than reckless. Officials
of the national archives of the Netherlands estimate that they destroy
90 percent of the papers entrusted to them in order to be able to save
the other 10 percent. They have few illusions about the validity of their
choice for future historians and like to quote the former chief archivist
J.L. van der Gouw, who once let his hair down and said, "A city fire can
be quite useful for archival selection."s
No museum curator will think of his job in such terms, but the net
effect of the behavior of all curators in the aggregate may be equally
ruthless. 0f the total number of art works museums of contemporar.v
art have the opportunity to acquire, they certainly do not take as much
as one percent. What they reject is important for establishing the value
of what they do acquire, One of the functions of the art museum is to
disqualiÍy as art the great majority of works that living artists produce.
and therefore to consign those works to the trash can. It seems reasonable to assume that, as gatekeepers for posterity, art historians.
collaboration with the community of established artists, have omittei
from the standard art-historical handbooks and encyclopedia-s mor€
than half of the artists who have lived since the Middle Ages.
The frlters employed in this process change from goup to group and
age t0 age. The cumulative effect, however, resembles the choice of a
committee of strangers-each member with different motives and
aims-and is guaranteed to result in visionless compromise and medi-

things,
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ocrity. Even in small, self-conscious
aftistic communities, in which there is
interest in preserving the work of their
own, drastic eruors are frequent. It can-

and wealihy Wesi, In a part of the
world like Africa, where other issues
are also relevant-e.g., the tenuous-

not have been a considered consensus
that led to the loss of 12 documented
paintings by Leonardo da Vinci or to
the disappearance without a trace of
the 1625 Equestdan Portrait oÍ Pluilti,p
U that established Yelázqrez as principal painter to the Spanish king.e
When Jacques Thuillier and Jennifer
Montagu mounted the first exhibition
of the works of Charles LeBrun-the
premier painter not only of Louis XIV
but also of two centuries of academic
artists-they were astonished to dis-

"museum" and "conservati0n," as well
critical standards by
which to set priorities-the losses are
incalculably greater. In less than one
week in 1990, when a journalist for

ness of concepts such as "art,"
as the absence of

ARTnews happened to be around to
report the event, termites destroyed
hundreds of the wooden objects that
had made it to the National Museum in

Jos, Nigeria-one of the best on the
African continent.ls
Those who do not have to confront
the overwhelming fact of the mortality
of art tend to avoid the subject, in a
denial mechanism that is by and large
supported by our culture. A notable
exception are artists who work in per-

cover that few of his documented
works had survived beyond those that
went straight from his studio to the
Louwe or Versailles,l0 Eunice Lipton's
intense search for traces of Victorine

Meurent, the model

for

Manet's
)Iympi,a and an exhibited painter in

her own right, failed to turn up a single
work.lr Examples like these, which can
be multiplied ad inifinitum, may be
considered nonnal slippage in the dayto-day operation of the art world in all

perishable med,íums. Joshua Rozenntanb Emblem Nr, 7 is a 1996 selfportraít made ofsalt, The work belongs to a series ín progress, ín whích
an ídentical image is cast in aarious impermanent materials: wax, tar,
charcoal, soap, dnugh, poluesteÍ, papier mAché, fertilizer and' sawd'ust.

its parts.12

Even works that survive can be
more dead than alive. Leonardo's.LasÍ
Supper is a case in point-one of the

many hundreds of thousands of
bashed, battered and patched-up
objects that exist. What is Ieft of the
surface of Leonardo's work that the

Art histoÍians still cling to the
consoling notion that time acts
as a sieve-that it preseÍves the
best and discards the rest. This
is a Íalse hope.

artist would put his name to today? At
the 1992 International Congress on the History ofArt in Berlin, the
German conservation scientist Dethard von Winterfeld summed up the
issue succinctly. To academic art historians, he said, works of art are
images to be studied; to museum curators, they are masterpieces to be

restored; to conservationists, they are ruins to be stabilized. Many of
the problems faced by today's conservationists, he admitted, were
caused by yesterday's.

in the normal
discharge of their duties, art historians and other professionals
have also shown themselves-like the rest of humanity-to be perfectly capable of indulging in a wide array of even less respectable
practices. These include iconoclasm, vandalism, political suppression,
the targeting of enemy treasures, cultural genocide, illicit excavation,
the removal of art works from public control, deliberate neglect, and
the application of artistic euthanasia to inconvenient possessions,
Then there are the effects of unaided decay, of unasked-for catastrophe, and of the billion-dollar market in stolen or smuggled art works
(which often disappear for good). Ifwe add to this list the accelerated
environmental damage done to exactly those works we most value and
therefore move and display the most, very little is left of our flattering
picture of ourselves as custodians of the past. We are depleting our
::ltural resources as unrelentingly as our natural resources.
Furthermore, all the above factors apply specificallyto the enlightened
esides thus extending a helping hand to oblivion
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ishable materials or limit the life of
their work in other deliberate ways. Art
historians continue to pretend (I confess to the practice myselÍ) that they
reviviff the past in their writings when
they are in fact helpless to do so.
Bodies like UNESCO and the Getty
Conservation Institute develop strategies for shoring up the crumbling ruin
of world art. Some national governments, such as the Dutch, have become
conscious enough to try to prioritize
conservation above acquisition and

exhibition. But campaigns such

as

theirs are rare and last for only a limited period of time.

These efforts proceed from the
state of mind embraced by Ryoei Saito when he decided to spare his
masterpieces: they assume that works of art are entitled to live on
indefinitely-that threats io their continued existence are undesired
and correctable aberrations. As we have seen, this attitude is unrealistic. All art is dying, whether rapidly or slowly, and all we can do is to
protract the process for a minuscule and idiosyncratically chosen
number of works. We can, for example, pump tens of millions of dollars
into the museums of the Netherlands while the Nigerian budget for
protecting historical monuments is tiny (it was $550 in 1988). We can
construct climate-controlled galleries for old master paintings while at
the same time discarding the commercial videotapes that may define
our culture better than any other form of artistic expression. We can
eyen engage in prophylactic patronage, such as limiting commissions
for public art to vandal-resistant materials like bronze and Cor-Ten
steel. But, in addition to being patently inadequate, such efforts may
also be harmful, since they intensify existing class and national differences in wealth and sophistication, distort historical relationships,
fetishize art objects and perpetuate the myth of artistic eternity.
hat then? Should we discontinue such programs and
art rot? Should we have stood by and applauded while
mated his van Gogh and his Renoir?
No. At least, not yet. There might be a way ofretaining our
for art while relinquishing the overblown and unrealizable

simply let
Saito crereverence
ideals we

now attach to

relating the cultural life and death of
art to our own existences, challenging
us to create a new ars moriend,'i, a

it. In an interview in

1968, Marcel Duchamp enunciated a

thought which opens the way td an
alternative: "l believe that a picture, a
work of art, lives and dies just as we
do. . , . That is, it lives from the time
it's conceived and created, for some
fifty or sixty years, it varies, and then
the work dies, , . . Art history begins
only after the death ofthe work. . . . In
that sense, I believe that the history of

respectful way of facing up to the morown

tality of art as well as to our

mortality.
l,
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The news was slow to reach the West. Because

of Saito's embanassing decline in status after
1990, due to his conviction in criminal court for
bribing a provincial governoÍ, the announcement
of his death had been buried in the back pages of
the Japanese ner,rcpapers.
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art is extremely random. . , , I am con-

vinced that the works on view in
museums and those we consider to be

exceptional, do not represent the
Íinest achievements in the world. . . .
Basically, only the mediocre works
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All art is dying, whether rapidly
is
all we can
or slowly,
prctÍact the
ÍoÍ
idiosyncratically
oÍ works.
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kinds from Egypt has been preserved than from any other ancient culture. All but a few of the presently known objects of Egyptian art have
come down to us not because of the interest of succeeding cultures,
but because of their blessed ignorance and indifference. Most of what
remained above ground has long been destroyed. For those objects
excavated since 1800, the process of degeneration-slowed down by
mummification and burial-has resumed.
The ancient Egyptian philosophy of art in death is not an option for
us. Duchamp's metaphor, on the other hand, does show us a way of

pp.16-17.

15. Sven Liitticken, "'Het publiek verpest alles': kunst en kunstgeschiedenis volgens Ma.rcel
Dtchamp," Jong Eollnnd. 12 (1996), pp. 24-36; English summary, pp. 62-63.
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